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Abstrat. The nontrivial dispersion relation of a periodi medium aets
both the spetral and the spatial distribution of Cherenkov radiation. We
present a theory of the spatial distribution of Cherenkov radiation in the far-
eld zone inside arbitrary three- and two-dimensional dieletri media. Simple
analytial expressions for the far-eld are obtained in terms of the Bloh mode
expansion. Numerial examples of the Cherenkov radiation in a two-dimensional
photoni rystal is presented. The developed analytial theory demonstrates good
agreement with numerially rigorous nite-dierene time-domain alulations.
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1. Introdution
In reent years light-matter interation in inhomogeneous media, strutured on the
sub-wavelength sale, has attrated a onsiderable attention. The interplay between
interferene and propagation an result in a nontrivial dispersion relation in suh
a medium. For example, in a periodi dieletri medium [1, 2℄ both dispersion and
diration of eletromagneti waves are substantially modied leading to novel optial
phenomena, inluding the emission dynamis modiation [3, 4, 5℄, ultra-refration
[6, 7, 8, 9℄ and photon fousing [10, 11, 12℄ eets. A nontrivial dispersion relation an
also substantially modify the Cherenkov radiation [13, 14, 15℄. For example an eletron
moving in a homogeneous medium with dispersion an emit at any veloity [15℄ and
the spatial distribution of the emitted radiation demonstrates intensity osillations
behind the Cherenkov one [16, 17, 18℄.
Periodi media modify both spetral [26, 27℄ and spatial [26℄ distribution of the
Cherenkov radiation. At the moment, several studies on the modiation of the
Cherenkov and Smith-Purell radiation are available. The Smith-Purell radiation has
been studied in Refs. [19, 20, 21, 22, 23℄. The Cherenkov radiation has been used to
map a band struture of a two-dimentional (2D) photoni rystal in Refs. [24, 25℄. We
have reently presented a general theory of spetral power modiation in both three-
dimensional (3D) and 2D periodi media [27℄. Spatial modiations of the Cherenkov
radiation have been numerially analyzed in Ref. [26℄ using the nite-dierene time-
domain (FDTD) method.
The main purpose of the present work is to develop an analytial theory of the
Cherenkov radiation in far-eld zone in order to provide a simple semi-analytial tool
to study its spatial distribution peularities in general 3D and 2D periodi dieletri
media. To ahieve this goal we rst derive an analytial expression for the eletri
far-eld in terms of the Bloh mode expansion. Seondly we restrit the full k-
spae integration in the Bloh mode expansion of the eld to a relatively simple
surfae (ontour) integral in the rst Brillouin zone of the 3D (2D) periodi medium.
Thirdly, we restrit this integral further to a simple sum over a small number of Bloh
eigenmodes. These derived formulas allow us to identify the main ontribution to the
spatial peularities of the Cherenkov radiation.
The paper is organized as follows: In Setion 2 the general solution of Maxwell's
equations is summarized. In Setion 3 an analytial expression for the Cherenkov
far-eld is derived both for 3D and 2D periodi dieletri media. In Setion 4 we
apply the developed theory to alulate the Cherenkov far-eld in the partiular ase
of a 2D photoni rystal. Preditions of the analytial theory are substantiated by
numerially rigorous FDTD alulations. Setion 5 onludes the paper.
2. General solution
We onsider a point (line) harge q uniformly moving with a veloity v in an innite
periodi 3D (2D) dieletri medium (Fig. 1). The medium is desribed by a periodi
dieletri funtion ε (r) = ε (r +R) with R =
∑
i liai being a vetor of the diret
Bravais lattie. The li are integers and the ai are basis vetors of the lattie. We
assume also that the medium is linear, nonmagneti and loss less. The relevant part
of Maxwell's equations read in SI units:
∇×E (r, t) = − µ0 ∂
∂t
H (r, t) , (1)
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Figure 1. A sketh of a periodi medium and harge trajetory. Parameters of
the innite 2D photoni rystal used in the numerial example (Se. 4) are shown.
∇×H (r, t) = ε0ε (r) ∂
∂t
E (r, t) + J (r, t) , (2)
whereE(r, t) is the eletri eld, H(r, t) is the magneti eld and J(r, t) is the urrent
density. In the presene of an arbitrary urrent density swithed on adiabatially
J(r, t → −∞) = 0, a general solution of Maxwell's equations (1-2) for the eletri
eld at point r and time t an be given in terms of the Bloh eigenmode expansion
[2, 28℄
E(r, t) = − 1
(2π)dε0
∑
n
∫
BZ
ddk
∫
ddr′
∫ t
−∞
dt′
{
cos
[
ω
(T )
kn (t− t′)
]
·E(T )
kn (r)⊗E(T )⋆kn (r′) + E(L)kn (r)⊗E(L)⋆kn (r′)
}
· J(r′, t′). (3)
d = 2, 3 is the dimensionality of the periodi lattie. The asterisk (⋆) and ⊗ denote the
omplex onjugate and the outer tensor produt, respetively. E
(T )
kn (r) and E
(L)
kn (r)
are generalized transverse and longitudinal Bloh eigenmodes [2, 28℄ haraterized by
the band index n, the wave vetor k and the eigenfrequenies ω
(T )
kn and ω
(L)
kn , where
ω
(L)
kn = 0. The k-spae integration is performed over the rst Brillouin zone (BZ)
of the periodi lattie and the summation is arried out over the dierent photoni
bands. Bloh eigenmodes are solutions of the homogeneous wave equation and satisfy
periodi boundary onditions. These eigenmodes are normalized∫
ddr ε (r)E
(α)⋆
kn (r) ·E(β)k′n′ (r) = (2π)d δαβδnn′δ(d) (k − k′) (4)
and satisfy the ompleteness relation∑
nα
∫
BZ
ddk
√
ε (r) ε (r′)E
(α)
kn (r)⊗E(α)⋆kn (r′)
= (2π)
d
1δ(d) (r − r′) , (5)
where α, β = T or L, and 1 is the unit tensor.
For a point (line) harge q moving with the veloity v, the urrent density J(r, t)
an be expressed as
J (r, t) = qvδ(d) (r − vt) . (6)
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Using this urrent density and performing the spae integration in the Bloh eigenmode
expansion (3) the following general solution an be obtained
E(r, t) = − q |v|
(2π)dε0
∑
n
∫
BZ
ddk
∫ t
−∞
dt′ cos
[
ω
(T )
kn (t− t′)
]
·E(T )
kn (r)
(
E
(T )⋆
kn (vt
′) · vˆ
)
(7)
with vˆ = v/ |v| being the unit vetor in the diretion of the harge veloity. Here
the fat that the longitudinal modes do not ontribute to the radiated eld [27℄ has
been taken into aount. In what follows the upper index (T ) denoting transverse
eigenmodes and eigenfrequenies will be dropped.
3. Cherenkov radiation in the far-eld zone
Expressing the osine funtion in Eq. (7) as a sum of two omplex exponential funtions
and using Bloh's theorem Ekn(r) = ekn (r) exp (ik · r), where ekn (r) is a lattie
periodi funtion [2℄, a general solution for the Cherenkov eld an be rewritten in
the form
E(r, t) = − q |v|
2(2π)dε0
∑
n
(I+ + I−) (8)
where I± is dened as
I± =
∫
BZ
ddk
∫ t
−∞
dt′ ekn (r) (e
⋆
kn (vt
′) · vˆ) E±(k, t′) (9)
with
E±(k, t′) = exp {i [k · (r − vt′)± ωkn (t− t′)]} . (10)
Further taking into aount the symmetries of the Bloh eigenmodes, e−kn = e
⋆
kn and
ω−kn = ωkn [2℄, the following relation for the integrals I± (9) holds
I⋆− =
∫
BZ
ddk
∫ t
−∞
dt′ e−kn (r)
(
e
⋆
−kn (vt
′) · vˆ)E+(−k, t′)
= I+. (11)
Therefore the radiated eld (8) an be exlusively expressed in terms of the real part
of the integral I−
E(r, t) = − q |v|
(2π)dε0
∑
n
Re (I−) . (12)
To analyze further the Cherenkov eld (12) we limit ourselves to the harge
trajetories whih do not ut dieletri interfaes of the periodi medium. In this
ase bremsstrahlung radiation an be negleted and the trajetories themselves
are neessarily oriented rationally with respet to the periodi lattie. In this ase
e
⋆
kn (vt
′) · vˆ in (9) is a one-dimensional (1D) periodi funtion with a period a dened
by the orientation of the harge trajetory therefore one an Fourier expand it as
follows
e
⋆
kn(vt
′) · vˆ =
∞∑
m=−∞
cnm(k) exp
(
i
2π|v|
a
mt′
)
(13)
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with Fourier oeients
cnm(k) =
1
a
∫
a
0
dξ (e⋆kn(ξvˆ) · vˆ) exp
(
−i 2π
a
mξ
)
. (14)
This allows us to rewrite (9) in the form
I− =
∞∑
m=−∞
∫
BZ
ddk
∫ t
−∞
dt′ ekn (r) cnm(k)E˜nm(k, t′) (15)
with funtion E˜nm(k, t′) dened by
E˜nm(k, t′) = exp
[
i
(
k · (r − vt′)− ωkn (t− t′) + 2π|v|
a
mt′
)]
= exp [ifnm(k, t
′)] . (16)
We are interested in the eld far away from the trajetory of the harge. In
the far-eld zone the following relation |r − vt′| ≫ λ holds for all moments of time
t′ ≤ t. If this ondition is fullled a small variation of wave vetor k results in
rapid osillations of the exponential funtion E˜nm(k, t′). Taking into aount that the
funtion ekn (r) cnm(k) is a slow funtion of the wave vetor, the main ontribution
to the integral I− in the far-eld zone omes from the neighborhood of k-points where
the variation of the phase fnm(k, t
′) is minimal. Suh stationary k-points are dened
by the relation
∇kfnm(k, t′) = 0, (17)
whih expliitly reads as
vg(k) = ∇kωn(k) = r − vt
′
t− t′ . (18)
Where vg(k) is the group veloity of the Bloh eigenmode. Relation (18) an be
written in the equivalent form
(vg(k)− v) · (r − vt) = |r − vt|
2
t− t′ , (19)
with its right hand side being positive for all moments of time t′ < t. Taking that into
aount, the integration in (15) an be restrited to the part of the Brillouin zone,
BZ1, ontaining all wave vetors whose group veloities fulll the relation
(vg(k)− v) · (r − vt) > 0. (20)
Further, noting that in BZ1 there does not exist any stationary points for t
′ > t,
the t′-integration in (15) an be extended to the whole real axis without severe error.
With a good auray the integral I− an be approximated by
I− ≈
∞∑
m=−∞
∫
BZ1
ddk
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′ ekn (r) cnm(k)E˜nm(k, t′). (21)
Using the integral expression of the Dira delta funtion, the t′-integration an be
easily performed resulting in
I− ≈ 2π
∞∑
m=−∞
∫
BZ1
ddk ekn(r)cnm(k) exp [i (k · r − ωknt)]
· δ
(
ωkn − k · v + 2π |v|
a
m
)
. (22)
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Figure 2. Diagram to illustrate the generalized Cherenkov ondition. The
band struture of the 2D photoni rystal (Fig: 2) for TE (transverse eletri)
polarization as well as the set of planes for m = 0, m = −1 and m = −2 and the
harge veloity v = 0.15c xˆ are shown. The intersetions of the band struture
with the planes dene the integration ontour Cm (dashed lines). A olor oded
projetion of the ontour on the rst Brillouin zone is also shown.
Furthermore, using the integral relation∫
V
ddr f(r)δ (g (r)) =
∫
∂V
dd−1r
f(r)
|∇g(r)| ,
where ∂V is a surfae dened by the equation g (r) = 0, the d-dimensional integral in
(22) an be redued to the (d− 1)-dimensional integral
I− ≈ 2π
∑
m
∫
Cm
dd−1k
ekn (r) cnm(k)
|vg(k)− v| exp [i (k · r − ωknt)] , (23)
whih nally gives the following expression for the Cherenkov far-eld
E(r, t) = − q |v|
(2π)d−1ε0
∑
n,m
Re
{∫
Cm
dd−1k
ekn (r) cnm(k)
|vg(k)− v|
· exp [i (k · r − ωknt)])
}
. (24)
The integration is performed over the part of the Brillouin zone, BZ1, dened by
(20) and the integration surfae (3D ase) or ontour (2D ase) Cm is dened by the
generalized Cherenkov ondition [27℄
ωkn = k · v − 2π
a
m |v| , (25)
wherem is an integer. In what follows we will refer to the integration surfae (ontour)
(25) as Cherenkov surfae (ontour).
Equation (24) is the main result of the present setion. We have demonstrated
that a restrition of the integration range from the whole Brillouin zone to the solutions
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of the generalized Cherenkov ondition (25) in BZ1 (20) is possible. The generalized
Cherenkov ondition (25) hooses all Bloh modes ontributing to the Cherenkov
radiation. A graphial illustration of the Cherenkov ondition (25) is presented in
gure 2. The band struture of an innite square lattie photoni rystal is shown.
The dieletri onstant of the bakground medium is ε = 12 and the radius of the
air holes is r = 0.4a, where a is the lattie onstant (Fig. 1). The manifold of the
Cherenkov wave vetors (the integration ontour Cm) is given by the intersetion of
the band struture, ωkn, with the set of planes f(k‖) = |v|k‖ − |v| 2πa m for dierent
m. Here k‖ is the omponent of the wave vetor parallel to the harge veloity. The
slope of the planes is dened by the harge veloity, being v = 0.15c xˆ in this example.
3.1. 2D periodi media
To further simplify the integral (23) we an parameterize the ontour Cm by its ar
length s. Then the ontour integral (23) with d = 2 an be transformed into an
integral over s
I− ≈ 2π
∑
m
∫
ds
en (k(s), r) cnm(k(s))
|vg(k(s))− v|
· exp {i [k(s) · r − ωn(k(s))t]} . (26)
The main ontribution to the integral omes from the k -points k(sν) in whose
neighborhood the phase h (s) = k(s) · r − ωn(k(s))t is stationary with respet to
the variation of s
∂
∂s
[k(s) · r − ωn(k(s))t]
∣∣∣∣
s=sν
= 0
(r − vt) · ∂k
ν
∂s
= 0. (27)
The seond equality in (27) holds as the derivative of the Cherenkov ondition (25)
with respet to the ar length s results in
(vg(k(s))− v) · ∂k
∂s
= 0. (28)
Combining the stationary phase ondition (27) with relation (28) and taking into
aount the denition of BZ1 (20), one an see that for the stationary Bloh modes
the vetor vg(k
ν)− v must be parallel to the vetor r − vt. In other words, only the
eigenmodes whose group veloities in the oordinate frame moving with the point (line)
harge pointing towards an observation diretion in this oordinate frame, ontribute
to the Cherenkov radiation in the far-eld zone. This statement is illustrated in
gure 3. The group veloity ontour orresponding to the integration ontour Cm
is shown. The olor oding is used as in Fig. 2, the same olor orresponds to the
same frequeny and onsequently to the same wave vetor. Main ontributions to the
integral (26) for two dierent observation diretions are depited. For the diretion θ1
only one Bloh mode with group veloity v
ν1
g satises the stationary phase ondition,
while for the diretion θ2/3 there are two modes with group veloities v
ν2
g and v
ν3
g
fullling the ondition. There does not exist Bloh modes satisfying the stationary
phase ondition for forward observation diretions haraterized by angles smaller than
θ1.
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Figure 3. Group veloity ontour orresponding to the integration ontour Cm.
The main ontribution to the Cherenkov radiation in the diretion θ1 (θ2/3) omes
from the Bloh mode(s) with group veloity (veloities) v
ν1
g (v
ν2
g and v
ν3
g ). The
same olor oding as in Fig. 2 is used.
The integral (26) an be further approximated by expanding the phase h (s) near
the stationary points k(sν) = kν in a Taylor series up to quadrati order
h (s) ≈ kν · r − ωn(kν)t+ 1
2
(r − vt) · ∂
2
k
ν
∂s2
(s− sν)2 (29)
and extending the integration range to the whole real axis
I− ≈ 2π
∑
ν
en (k
ν , r) cnm(k
ν)
|vg(kν)− v| exp {i [k
ν · r − ωn(kν)t]}
·
∫ ∞
−∞
ds exp
{
i
2
[
(r − vt) · ∂
2
k
ν
∂s2
]
(s− sν)2
}
. (30)
Where the summation is taken over all stationary points ν. The resulting integral an
be evaluated analytially [29℄∫ ∞
−∞
dt eibt
2
=
√
π
|b| exp
[
i
π
4
sign(b)
]
, (31)
whih together with the relation
(r − vt) · ∂
2
k
ν
∂s2
= sign
(
(r − vt) · ∂
2
k
ν
∂s2
)
|(r − vt)|
∣∣∣∣∂2kν∂s2
∣∣∣∣ (32)
results in the nal expression for the Cherenkov eletri eld in far-eld zone for a 2D
periodi dieletri medium
E
(2D)(r, t) ≈ − q |v|
ε0
√
2π |r − vt|Re
{∑
n,ν
en (k
ν , r) cnm(k
ν)
|vg(kν)− v|
√Kν
· exp {i [kν · r − ωn(kν)t]}
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· exp
{
i
[π
4
sign
(
(r − vt) · ~Kν
)]}}
. (33)
Here Kν =
∣∣∣~Kν∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∂2kν∂s2 ∣∣∣ is the urvature of the ontour Cm at the stationary point
k
ν
. Relation (32) holds beause of
∂k
∂s ⊥ ∂
2
k
∂s2 and (27).
3.2. 3D periodi media
By introduing a 2D oordinate system with unit vetors
∂k
∂s1
and
∂k
∂s2
tangential to
the integration surfae Cm, the surfae integral (23) with d = 2 an be expressed as
I− ≈ 2π
∑
m
∫ ∫
ds1ds2
∣∣∣∣ ∂k∂s1 ×
∂k
∂s2
∣∣∣∣ en (k(s), r) cnm(k(s))|vg(k(s)) − v|
· exp [i (k(s) · r − ωn(k(s))t)] . (34)
where s ∈ R2. Similar to the 2D ase, the main ontribution to the integral omes from
the neighborhood of k -points k(sν) = kν where the phase h (s) = k(s) ·r−ωn(k(s))t
is stationary
(r − vt) · ∂k
ν
∂si
= 0, (35)
with i ∈ {1, 2}. Choosing a loal oordinate system at the stationary point kν with
basis vetors
∂k
∂ξ1
and
∂k
∂ξ2
along the main diretions of the surfae urvatures the
following form of the Taylor expansion of the phase h (s) an be used to evaluate the
integral (34)
h (ξ1, ξ2) ≈ kν · r − ωn(kν)t
+
1
2
(r − vt) ·
(
∂2kν
∂ξ21
(ξ1 − sν1)2 +
∂2kν
∂ξ22
(ξ2 − sν2)2
)
, (36)
where
∂2kν
∂ξ2
1
and
∂2kν
∂ξ2
2
are the main urvatures Kν1 and Kν2 of the integration surfae
Cm. The integration limit is than extended to the whole real plane. Using twie the
relation (31) the Cherenkov eletri eld in far-eld zone for a 3D periodi dieletri
medium reads
E
(3D)(r, t) ≈ − q |v|
2πε0 |r − vt|Re
{∑
n,ν
en (k
ν , r) cnm(k
ν)
|vg(kν)− v|
√Kν1Kν2
· exp {i [kν · r − ωn(kν)t]}
· exp
{
i
[π
4
sign
(
(r − vt) · ~Kν1
)]}
· exp
{
i
[π
4
sign
(
(r − vt) · ~Kν2
)]}}
, (37)
with the produt of the main urvatures Kν1Kν2 being the Gaussian urvature of the
surfae Cm dened by the generalized Cherenkov ondition (25). The vetors ~Ki are
dened by
~Ki = ∂2kν∂ξ2
i
.
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4. Disussion and numerial examples
Formulas (24), (33) and (37) onstitute the main result of the present work. In the
far-eld zone the eletri eld generated by a point (line) harge uniformly moving in
a 3D (2D) periodi medium is dominated by a small number of Bloh eigenmodes of
the medium. To alulate the far-eld, these Bloh modes (their wave vetors) should
be alulated as a solution of the generalized Cherenkov ondition (25). In turn, the
spatial variation of the Cherenkov radiation is dominated (i) by the interferene of
these Bloh modes at the observation point and (ii) by the topology of the dispersion
relation at the Cherenkov surfae (ontour) in Eqs. (24) and (37) (Eqs. (24) and
(33)).
In what follows, we apply formulas (24) and (33) to study the spatial distribution
of Cherenkov radiation in the 2D photoni rystal depited in Fig. 1. The line harge
oriented perpendiular to the periodiity plane of the rystal moves along the x-
axis with a veloity v = 0.15c, staying always in the spae between air holes. The
orresponding urrent density (6) ouples only to Bloh eigenmodes with an eletri
eld polarized in the periodiity plane (TE polarization). The rst TE photoni
band of the onsidered rystal is presented in gure 2. The band struture as well as
group veloities and Bloh eigenmodes were alulated using the plane wave expansion
method [30℄.
In order to alulate both the eletri eld (24) and its approximation (33) the
set of wave vetors ontributing to the far-eld should be alulated. This set an be
found as a numerial solution of the generalized Cherenkov ondition (dashed line in
Fig. 2). In ontrast to the homogeneous medium ase, suh a solution does exist for
an arbitrary harge veloity [27℄.
Having the set of wave vetors Cm, the Bloh modes ekn and the Fourier oeient
cnm(k) an be alulated. The Fourier oeients cnm(k) give the oupling strength
between the urrent assoiated with the moving harge and the Bloh eigenmodes. As
it an be seen from the denition (14), with inreasing index |m| the Fourier oeients
beome smaller, reduing the ontribution of the higher frequenies to the Cherenkov
radiation in the far-eld zone. Finally, the Cherenkov eld (24) an be alulated by
diret numerial integration.
To alulate the stationary phase approximation of the far-eld (33), stationary
wave vetors k
ν
should be alulated for a given observation diretion r−vt. This an
be done by parameterizing the Cherenkov ontour by the ar length s and looking for
all Bloh modes whose group veloities (Fig. 3) satisfy the stationary phase ondition
(vg(k
ν)− v) ⇈ (r − vt). Furthermore, the Bloh modes, the Fourier oeient and
the urvature of the Cherenkov ontour (see Appendix) should be alulated and
summed for these stationary points only. This redue the omputational demands
onsiderably.
In gure 4, a numerial alulations of the stationary phase approximation of the
far-eld is presented for v = 0.15c. The Ex(r, t = 0) and Ey(r, t = 0) omponents
of the eletri eld are shown in the upper halves of the top and bottom panels,
respetively. Only ontributions from the rst three setions of the Cherenkov ontour
orresponding to m = 0, −1, −2 have been analyzed. In the ase of a homogeneous
medium, the standard Cherenkov ondition would impose a minimal harge veloity
above whih Cherenkov radiation is possible vmin ≥ c/neff ≈ 0.457c. Here an
eetive refrative index of the onsidered periodi medium is asymptotially equal to
neff =
√
εeff ≈ 2.186. Although the veloity of the line harge is onsiderably smaller
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Figure 4. Ex(r, t = 0) (top panel) and Ey(r, t = 0) (bottom panel) omponents
of the Cherenkov eletri eld for a harge veloity v = 0.15c. The results of
the stationary phase approximation (33) and diret numerial integration using
FDTD methods are shown.
than vmin, in the periodi medium the non-evanesent eld an be learly seen far
apart from the harge trajetory (Fig. 4). Another harateristi feature of the spatial
distribution of the Cherenkov radiation for v = 0.15c is a bakward-pointing radiation
one [26℄. The eld in the forward diretion for observation angles smaller than θ1 is
zero.
The zero eld within the bakward-pointing radiation one is assoiated with
the absene of stationary solutions for observation diretions in the one (Fig. 3).
This is a diret onsequene of the stationary phase approximation. In gure 5
a), the stationary phase approximation of the far-eld 10 lattie onstants apart
from the trajetory is ompared with the diret numerial integration of the integral
representation of the eld (24). An exellent agreement between these two solutions
an be seen up to the Cherenkov one θ1, where the stationary phase approximation
breaks down. The one angle orresponds to the fold in the group veloity ontour
(Fig. 3). The urvature of the Cherenkov ontour is zero at the orresponding wave
vetor and the Taylor expansion (29) fails to reprodue the ontour aurately in the
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Figure 5. Comparison of the integral representation of the far-eld (24)
(dashed red line) with the stationary phase approximation (33) (blak solid line)
and FDTD alulations (blue solid line). An absolute value of the horizontal
omponent of the eletri eld is shown 10 lattie onstants apart from the harge
trajetory.
viinity of this point. Zero urvature leads to the diverging eld (Fig. 5-inset). The
eld alulated with Eq. (24) is small but nite in forward diretions.
To substantiate our analytial alulations, a diret numerial integration of
Maxwell's equations (1-2) using rigorous nite-dierenes time-domain (FDTD)
method [31℄ has been performed. The orresponding FDTD eld distributions are
presented in the lower halves of the top and bottom panels of gure 4. 200a × 70a
lattie of holes with disretization ∆ = a/18 has been used for the FDTD alulation.
The simulation domain is surrounded by a 3a-wide perfetly mathed layer (PML).
The integration time step is set to 98% of the Courant value. In order to desribe a
ontinuous movement of the harge, the soure (6) is modeled by a disrete Gaussian in
the x-diretion with a standard deviation σ = ∆ and by an appropriately normalized
Kroneker delta in the y-diretion
j(xi∆, yj∆) =
δjk√
2π∆2
exp
[
− (xi∆− vt)
2
2∆2
]
where yk = 35a is the enter of the rystal in the vertial diretion. In order to
ompare diretly FDTD results with the preditions of formulas (24) and (33), the
stati ontribution as well as the higher frequeny ontributions to the FDTD eld have
been ltered out. An overall good agreement between the results of the analytial and
diret numerial alulation is obtained (Fig. 4 and 5). The FDTD alulation follows
niely the main harateristi of the analytially predited eld. The dierene in the
absolute values between FDTD and analytial alulations (Fig. 5) an be assoiated
with the residual reetions from the perfetly mathed layer.
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5. Conlusion
In onlusion, we have developed an analytial theory of the Cherenkov radiation in
the far-eld zone. The eld far apart from the harge trajetory an be alulated as a
surfae (ontour) integral over a small fration of the rst Brillouin Zone in a 3D (2D)
dieletri medium. We have shown that the main ontribution to this integral omes
from a small and disrete number of k-points. This opens the possibility to alulate
the integral approximately, but with high auray. We have also shown, that the
spatial variation of the Cherenkov radiation in the far-eld is due to the interferene
of a few Bloh eigenmodes as well as the topologial properties of the Cherenkov
surfae (ontour). This has been dened as a manifold of all k-points ontributing
to the Cherenkov radiation for a given harge veloity. Simple formulas have been
derived for the Cherenkov far-eld both in 3D and 2D ases. We have ompared the
developed analytial theory with numerially rigorous FDTD alulations. A good
agreement between these two methods has been demonstrated.
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Appendix
To alulate the urvature using its denition
K(s) =
∣∣∣∣∂2k(s)∂s2
∣∣∣∣
one should numerially evaluate the seond derivative of the wave vetor k(s) on
the Cherenkov ontour. This is typially assoiated with a large numerial error.
In what follows we propose to use an alternative method to alulate the urvature
whih usually results in smaller numerial error and involves alulations of the rst
derivative of the wave vetor on the ontour and the seond derivatives of the dispersion
relation ωn(k).
Taking the derivative of (28) with respet to s we obtain
∂2k
∂s2
· (vg(k(s))− v) + ∂k
∂s
· ∂
∂s
vg(k(s)) = 0 (A.1)
The seond term in (A.1) an be rewritten as
∂k
∂s
· ∂
∂s
vg(k(s)) =
∑
i
∂ki
∂s
[
∂
∂s
∂
∂ki
ωn(k)
]
=
∑
i,j
∂ki
∂s
∂2
∂kj∂ki
ωn(k)
∂kj
∂s
=
(
∂k
∂s
)T
Hωn(k)
∂k
∂s
=M,
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where Hωn(k) is a Hessian matrix of the dispersion relation ωn(k). We an now
rewrite (A.1) in the form
∂2k
∂s2
· (vg(k(s))− v) =M
or
K |vg(k(s))− v| sign
[
~K · (vg(k(s))− v)
]
=M
with
~K = ∂2k∂s2 . Finally the following expression for the urvature is obtained
K = |M||vg(k(s)) − v| . (A.2)
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